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Using the parent Lagrangian approah we onstrut a dual formulation, in the sense originally
proposed by Curtright and Freund, of a massive spin two Fierz-Pauli theory in arbitrary dimensions
D. This is ahieved in terms of a mixed symmetry tensor TA[B1B2...BD−2], without the need of
auxiliary elds. The relation of this method with an alternative formulation based on a gauge
symmetry priniple proposed by Zinoviev is eluidated. We show that the latter formulation in four
dimensions, with a given gauge xing together with a denite sequene of auxiliary elds elimination
via their equations of motion, leads to the parent Lagrangian already onsidered by West ompleted
by a Fierz-Pauli mass term, whih in turns yields the Curtright-Freund ation. This motivates our
generalization to arbitrary dimensions leading to the orresponding extension of the four dimensional
result. We identify the transverse true degrees of freedom of the dual theory and verify that their
number is in aordane with those of the massive Fierz-Pauli eld.
PACS numbers: 11.10.-z, 11.90.+t, 02.90.+p
I. INTRODUCTION
Fields with spin two and higher in dimensions larger than four are of onsiderable interest for understanding super-
symmetri string theories together with their brane extensions from the perspetive of the M-theory. An additional
feature that adds interest to this problem is that in dimensions D > 5, the totally symmetri tensor elds are not
enough to over all the irreduible representations of the Poinaré group. Thus, when dealing with higher spin theories
it beomes neessary to take into aount elds with mixed symmetry [1, 2, 3℄ belonging to exoti representations
of the Poinaré group. It is therefore quite natural to expet that, in a eld theory limit, the superstring theory
should redue to a onsistent interating supersymmetri theory of massless and massive higher spin elds. In four
spae-time dimensions, Lagrangian formulations for massive elds of arbitrary spin were originally onstruted in Ref.
[4℄. Later, this onstrution was used to derive Lagrangian formulations for massless gauge elds of arbitrary spin
[5℄. An important matter related to mixed symmetry tensor elds is the study of their onsistent interations, among
themselves as well as with higher-spin gauge theories [6℄. Amid the many approahes to the problem, a partiularly
interesting one is the Zinoviev approah [7℄ where the gauge symmetry priniple has been extended to deal with the
massive ase in a way that inorporates a Stuekelberg-like formulation of the orresponding ations in the bakground
of Minkowski and (A)dS spaes.
The proliferation of exoti mixed symmetry elds poses the question of identifying dierent representations that
an desribe the same spin, possibly in dierent phases with respet to a weak/strong oupling limit. This is preisely
the subjet of duality, whih has been profusely studied along the years in many dierent ontexts [8, 9℄. In the
massless ase, dual formulations of elds with spin two and higher in arbitrary dimensions have been derived from a
rst order parent ation [10℄ based upon the Vasiliev ation [11℄. In this ase, when the original desription of the
gauge elds in dimension D is in terms of totally symmetri tensors, dual theories in terms of mixed symmetry tensors
orresponding to Young tableaux having one olumn with (D− 3) boxes plus (s− 1) olumns with one box have been
obtained [10℄. A disussion of duality for massless spin two elds in arbitrary dimensions, whih is onsistent with
the Vasiliev formulation [11℄, has been presented in Ref. [12℄. An alternative onstrution of theories whih are dual
to linearized gravity in arbitrary dimensions has been developed in Ref.[13℄, following the method of the global shift
symmetry applied to the tetrad eld.
Contrary to the massless ase, dual formulations for massive gravity are not as well explored and still present issues
requiring eluidation. The basi idea of dualizing the massive Fierz-Pauli (FP) ation [14℄, written in terms of the
standard symmetri tensor hαβ , is to nd a formulation where the kineti ontribution of FP yields the mass term
ontribution of the orresponding dual theory, and vie-versa. For our notation and onventions see Ref. [15℄. There
are many ways, not neessarily equivalent, to onstrut dual theories. A onvenient tool to ahieve this is through the
use of a rst order parent ation whih ontains both elds and whih produes the dual theories via the elimination
of the adequate eld using its equations of motion [16℄.
Curtright proposed a dual desription of the massive FP ation based upon the mixed symmetry tensor TA[BC]
satisfying the same identities as the linearized spin onnetion of Einstein's theory in arbitrary dimensions [1℄. The
orresponding kineti term was onstruted by imposing gauge invariane under general gauge transformations that
2respet these identities, whih ompletely xed the orresponding relative oeients. The mass term was hosen to
provide the standard energy-momentum relations for massive elds. In Ref. [2℄, Curtright and Freund (CF) tried
dierent parent ations in four dimensions to obtain the duality transformation between the FP ation and that
orresponding to the mixed symmetry tensor, but they were not able to obtain suh a onnetion. They ould only
onstrut parent ations where the hαβ eld satised the FP ation, but the mixed symmetry tensor Tα[βγ] was
assoiated to an ation whih was dierent from the one ditated by the gauge symmetry requirements imposed by
their onstrution. Anyway, the impossibility of obtaining a dualization of massive FP was not onlusively proved,
and they remarked the neessity of a denitive analysis of the subjet.
Motivated by suh results, a onstrutive method based on the parent Lagrangian approah was pursued in Refs.
[17, 18℄, whih dispensed from the gauge invariane requirements of the ation dual to FP. The starting point of
the proedure is a seond order Lagrangian in four dimensions, whih depends on the elds ϕa and their derivatives
∂µϕ
a
. As the rst step, a rst order Lagrangian is onstruted using a generalization of a proedure presented in Ref.
[19℄, by introduing, via appropriate Lagrange multipliers Lµa , an adequate number of invertible auxiliary variables
faµ = f
a
µ(ϕ
a, ∂µϕ
a). This intermediate Lagrangian ontains the elds faµ only in algebrai form, and thus they an
be eliminated from the orresponding equations of motion. The resulting Lagrangian ontains the derivatives of the
original elds ϕa times the Lagrange multipliers Lµa , whih beome auxiliary variables. A point transformation in
the extended onguration spae for the auxiliary variables Lµa , L
µ
a = ǫ
µνστHaνστ , inorporates the intuitive idea of
duality and yields the parent Lagrangian from whih both dual theories an be obtained. The equations of motion
for Haνστ make these elds expliit funtions of ϕ
b
, Haνστ (ϕ
b), and allows to go bak to the original ation after
they are substituted in the parent Lagrangian. On the other hand we an also eliminate the elds ϕa from the parent
Lagrangian using their own equations of motion, and in suh a way we obtain a new theory that only ontains the
Haνστ . This new Lagrangian is dual to the original one, and the equivalene is given by the transformations dened
by the equations of motion of the parent Lagrangian. This approah gives a parent Lagrangian with a minimum
number of elds: the original ones and their duals. The generalization of this approah to higher order Lagrangians
as well as to arbitrary dimensions is straightforward.
Applying this proedure to the massive spin two eld h{µν}, we started with the standard FierzPauli Lagrangian
and onstruted a family of rst order Lagrangians that ontain the symmetri tensor h{µν} and the mixed symmetry
tensor Tα[µν]. Using the equations of motion for h{µν} we an eliminate this last eld, in suh a way that we obtain
a set of multiparametri families of Lagrangians dual to massive Fierz-Pauli, where the dynamis is now ontained in
the Tα[µν] eld. The unique kineti term of these dual ations is xed by the hoie of the FP mass term in the parent
ation, while only the orresponding mass terms inorporate the free parameters. A pratial approah to obtain the
general struture of suh parent Lagrangians amounts to writing the most general ombinations of terms quadrati
in the dual elds h{µν} and Tα[βγ], plus a ombination of all the possible oupling terms whih are linear in eah of
the dual elds and inlude one derivative. The arbitrary oeients are partially xed by eliminating Tα[βγ] from
the parent Lagrangian and demanding the reovery of the Fierz-Pauli ation. After a areful inspetion of all dual
Lagrangians obtained with this method it beomes lear that the Curtright Lagrangian is not obtained.
A key to understand this diulty is given by the rst order ation proposed by West [12℄. It has the form of
a Lagrangian in our multiparametri family, but with hµν without a denite symmetry, instead of the symmetri
one hosen in [17, 18℄. When Tα[µν] is eliminated from this rst order Lagrangian, the antisymmetri part of hµν
deouples and beomes irrelevant, so that we obtain the usual massive Fierz-Pauli theory. On the other hand, when
we eliminate the hµν eld, the presene of its antisymmetri part alters the dynamis of Tα[µν], thus extending the
families of dual Lagrangians for the massive spin two eld to inlude the form proposed by Curtright.
A dierent approah was followed by Zinoviev [20℄ based on a Stuekelberg-like onstrution for massive tensor
elds in Minkoswki as well as (Anti) de Sitter spaes. For the spin two ase in four dimensions he starts from a rst
order parent ation inorporating the elds (ωµ[αβ], F
[αβ]
, πα) whih are dual to (hµα, Aµ, ϕ). The massive rst
order parent ation is onstruted from the orresponding free ations for the massless version of the above mentioned
elds, plus additional mass terms whih indue a redenition of the original gauge transformations for the massless
elds in order to preserve a mass dependent gauge invariane of the full ation. In this sense (F [αβ], πα) together
with (Aµ, ϕ) are the auxiliary Stuekelberg elds for the resulting spin two massive dual elds hµα and ωµ[αβ]. The
onstrution is presented in four dimensions and no general presription for arbitrary dimensions is given, as it has
been done for example in the massless ase in Ref. [10℄, exept for the statement that the method an be easily
generalized in suh a ase.
The paper is organized as follows. In Setion II we demonstrate the equivalene between the dual Zinoviev ation,
with an adequate gauge xing, and the Curtright-Freund ation in four dimensions. We also start from the Zinoviev
parent ation (whih inludes a non-symmetrial hµν) and show that the elimination of some auxiliary elds together
with additional gauge xing leads to the rst order parent ation proposed by West [12℄ plus a FP mass term. From
this parent ation we reover, on one hand, the Fierz-Pauli formulation in terms of the symmetri part of hµν and, on
the other, the Curtright-Freund dual theory in terms of the eld Tα[βγ]. This duality, desribed in Setion III, diretly
3relates the desription in terms of a symmetri FP eld hAB and a mixed symmetry tensor TB[A1...AD−2], satisfying the
yli identity, in arbitrary dimensions D. This onstrution does not require the use of additional Stuekelberg-like
elds. The ount of the true degrees of freedom of the dual eld TB[A1...AD−2] is also performed in this setion. The
last setion ontains a summary and omments on the work. Finally, we onlude with two appendies. In Appendix
A we inlude some useful expressions inorporating properties of the antisymmetrized generalized delta funtion whih
have proved useful in the alulations. Appendix B ontains the derivation of the Lagrangian onstraints satised by
the dual eld TB[A1...AD−2] that arise from the orresponding equations of motion and whih are required in Setion
III to obtain the orret number or propagating degrees of freedom.
II. THE ZINOVIEV APPROACH AND THE CURTRIGHT-FREUND FORMULATION IN A FOUR
DIMENSIONAL MINKOWSKI SPACE
It is relevant to understand the relation between the Zinoviev approah, based on a rst order parent Lagrangian
having well dened gauge symmetries generated by a set of auxiliary elds [20℄, and the sheme proposed in Ref. [17℄,
based on the most general form for the rst order parent Lagrangian ontaining only the dual elds. In the approah
of Ref. [20℄ a duality transformation between Stuekelberg-like Lagrangians for massive elds is obtained, while in
that of Refs. [17, 18℄ the duality is diretly stated at the level of the elds hαβ and T
ρ[µν]
orresponding to dierent
representations for the massive spin two degrees of freedom. When omparing with works of Zinoviev one has to keep
in mind that his metri is diag(+,−,−,−) so that we will need to make the appropriate hanges of signs to translate
his results into those orresponding to our hoie of the metri. Let us reall that a onsistent way of getting the
orret relative signs is to ount the total number of ηαβ fators in a given expression, eah of whih arries a minus
sign. Sometimes we make a global hange of sign in the resulting transformed Lagrangian.
A. The Curtright-Freund ation from the Zinoviev dual ation
A loser look at the nal result of Ref. [20℄ for the dual ation to FP in terms of the eld ωµ[αβ] reveals the notable
feature that, after gauge xing, it is equivalent to the CF ation in terms of the eld T ρ[µν], whih is the Hodge dual
of ωµ[αβ]. To show this property in a simple way let us start from Eq. (2.12) of Ref [20℄ whih we rewrite here in at
spae (zero osmologial onstant) and in the metri (−,+,+,+)
LZ = 1
2
(
RµνRνµ − 1
3
R2
)
+
1
6
(
∂αF[αβ]
)2
+
m√
2
(
ωµ[να]∂αF[µν] +
1
3
ωµ∂αF[αµ]
)
+
m2
2
(
ωµ[αβ]ωα[µβ] − 1
3
ωµωµ
)
, (1)
with
ωµ = ω [αµ]α , R[µν][αβ] = ∂µων[αβ] − ∂νωµ[αβ], R νµ = R [αν][µα] , Rµν 6= Rνµ, (2)
whih is gauge invariant under the transformations
δω [αβ]µ = ∂µθ
[αβ], δF [µν] = −m
√
2θ[µν], (3)
δωµ[αβ] = ηµαξβ − ηµβξα. (4)
We an use the gauge freedom assoiated to θ[µν] to set F [µν] = 0, whih leave us with
LZ = 1
2
(
RµνRνµ − 1
3
R2
)
+
m2
2
(
ωµ[αβ]ωα[µβ] − 1
3
ωµωµ
)
, (5)
whih is still invariant under the transformations (4). After writing the kineti part in terms of ωµ[αβ], the above
Lagrangian redues to
LZ = 1
2
∂βωµ[αβ]∂θω
α[µθ] − 1
6
(∂αω
α)
2
+
m2
2
(
ωµ[αβ]ωα[µβ] − 1
3
ωµωµ
)
. (6)
4It is onvenient to split ωµ[αβ] into a traeless piee ω¯µ[αβ] and the trae ωβ,
ωµ[αβ] = ω¯µ[αβ] +
1
3
(
ηµαωβ − ηµβωα) , ω¯ [αβ]α = 0, (7)
whih transforms as
δω¯µ[αβ] = 0, δωβ = 3ξβ, (8)
under the remaining gauge symmetry (4). Suh symmetry allows us to set
ωβ = 0, (9)
thus reduing the Lagrangian (6) to
LZ = 1
2
∂βω¯µ[αβ]∂γ ω¯
α[µγ] +
m2
2
ω¯µ[αβ]ω¯α[µβ]. (10)
To make ontat with the CF Lagrangian we introdue now the eld T ρ[µν] whih is dual to ω¯β[µγ],
ω¯ρ[αβ] = ǫαβµνT
[µν]
ρ . (11)
The rst property to remark is that the traeless ondition upon ω¯ρ[αβ] leads to the yli identity of the dual eld
T ρ[µν] + T ν[ρµ] + T µ[νρ] = 0, (12)
harateristi of the CF eld. In terms of this new variable the Lagrangian (10) beomes
LZ = ∂βTα[µν]∂βTα[µν] − 2∂βT ν∂βTν − 2∂µTα[µν]∂βTα[βν] − ∂βT β[µν]∂αTα[µν]
− 4Tν∂µ∂βT β[νµ] + 2∂νT ν∂βTβ .−m2
(
Tα[στ ]Tα[στ ] − 2T σTσ
)
, (13)
with T σ = T
[ασ]
α . Inorporating now the eld strength
Fν[αβγ] = ∂αTν[βγ] + ∂βTν[γα] + ∂γTν[αβ], (14)
orresponding to Tν[βγ] we see that this Lagrangian is proportional to that of CF [1, 2℄
LZ =
1
3
(
Fν[αβγ]F
ν[αβγ] − 3F γ[αβγ]F [αβσ]σ − 3m2
(
Tα[στ ]Tα[στ ] − 2T σTσ
))
. (15)
This establishes that the Zinoviev dual ation, with the given gauge xing, is in fat the CF ation in four dimensions.
B. The Curtright-Freund ation from the Zinoviev parent ation
Using Zinoviev approah we should be able to identify the parent Lagrangian at the level of the relevant elds
ωα[βγ] and hµν in order to ompare with the approah of Refs. [17, 18℄ and understand how the CF duality in four
dimensions an be obtained from that approah. Notie that here hµν is not a symmetrial eld.
To this end we start from the gauge invariant full parent Lagrangian given by Eqs. (2.1) and (2.5) of Ref. [20℄
Lh,A,φ,ω,F,pi = 1
2
(
ωγωγ − ωβ[αγ]ωα[βγ]
)
−
(
ω [να]τ + δ
α
τ ω
[ρν]
ρ − δντω [µα]µ
)
∂νh
τ
α
− 1
4
F [αβ]F[αβ] + F
[µν]∂µAν − 1
2
παπα + π
µ∂µφ+
√
3mπµAµ
− m√
2
F [µν]hµν −
√
2mωµAµ +
√
3
2
m2hφ−m2φ2 + m
2
2
(
hαβhβα − h2
)
, (16)
5whih has the following symmetries
δhµν = ∂µξν + κ[µν] − m√
2
ηµνλ, δh = ∂µξ
µ − 2
√
2mλ,
δω [αβ]µ = ∂µκ
[αβ] +
m2
2
(
δαµξ
β − δβµξα
)
, δω [µβ]µ = ∂µκ
[µβ] +
3
2
m2ξβ,
δAµ =
m√
2
ξµ + ∂µλ, δF
[αβ] = −m
√
2κ[αβ],
δπα =
√
3
2
m2ξα, δφ = −m√3λ. (17)
Again, the orresponding items in Ref. [20℄ are rewritten here in the metri (−,+,+,+). The basi idea is to eliminate
the auxiliary elds either by their equations of motion or by gauge xing. The rst step is the elimination of πα via
its equations of motion, whih yield
πα = ∂αφ+
√
3mAα, (18)
leading to the remaining Lagrangian
Lh,A,φ,ω,F = 1
2
(
ωγωγ − ωβ[αγ]ωα[βγ]
)
−
(
ω [να]τ + δ
α
τ ω
[ρν]
ρ − δντω [µα]µ
)
∂νh
τ
α
− 1
4
F [αβ]F[αβ] + F
[µν]∂µAν +
1
2
(
∂αφ+
√
3mAα
)2
+
√
3
2
m2hφ−m2φ2
− m√
2
F [µν]hµν −
√
2mωµAµ +
m2
2
(
hαβhβα − h2
)
. (19)
The above Lagrangian is still invariant under the transformations (17), leaving out the transformation δπα. In this
way the gauge freedom an be xed using the parameters κ[αβ], ξµ and λ to set at zero the elds F
[αβ]
, Aµ and
φ respetively. Then we obtain
Lh,;ω = 1
2
(
ωγωγ − ωβ[αγ]ωα[βγ]
)
−
(
ωτ [να] + ηταων − ητνωα
)
∂νhατ +
m2
2
(
hαβhβα − h2
)
. (20)
Observe that we still have a non-symmetrial hαβ with a spei hoie for the FP mass term. Let us also remark
that the Lagrangian (20) orresponds to the seletion a = 0 in the parameter of the orresponding Lagrangian in the
Introdution of Ref. [20℄. This is exhibited as a simple example of the ambiguities in the dual theory introdued by
onstruting the parent Lagrangian with arbitrary oeients, restrited only by the ondition that after eliminating
the eld ωα[βγ] the standard FP theory is reovered, as it is done in Refs. [17, 18℄. Nevertheless, given that we arrive
at the ondition a = 0 only after a very partiular gauge xing and eld elimination via equations of motion, we take
this as an indiation that these two generally non-ommuting and non-unique proesses will also introdue ambiguities
in the nal Zinoviev Lagrangian ontaining only the dual propagating eld. A more detailed disussion of this point
is given at the end of Setion IV.
The above Lagrangian (20) an be written in terms of the massless West parent Lagrangian [12℄, with well known
duality properties. To this end we introdue the following eld transformation
Y τ [αν] = ωτ [να] + ηταων − ητνωα, (21)
in suh a way that
Y α = −2ωα, (22)
with Y α = ητνY
τ [αν]
. This transformation an be inverted as
ωα[βγ] = Yα[γβ] +
1
2
ηαγYβ − 1
2
ηαβYγ . (23)
Applying this transformation to the Lagrangian (20) we nally obtain
Lh;Y = 1
2
[
Y τ [να] (∂νhατ − ∂αhντ )− Y β[γα]Yα[γβ] + 1
2
Y αYα +m
2
(
hαβhβα − h2
)]
. (24)
6This is preisely the West ation plus a FP type mass term in the notation of Ref. [10℄. As shown in this referene,
the above Lagrangian in the massless ase leads to the FP one after Y β[αγ] is eliminated using the orresponding
equations of motion. The massive ase is ompletely analogous beause the equations of motion for Yα[βγ] do not
involve the mass term. Thus, the kineti energy piee of the ation in terms of hαβ involves the antisymmetri part
h[αβ] only as a total derivative. The mass term ontributes with a term proportional to h[αβ]h
[αβ]
whih leads to the
equation of motion h[αβ] = 0. It is rather remarkable that the FP formulation is reovered despite the fat that hαβ
is non-symmetrial. The above parent ation is not a partiular ase of those employed in Refs. [17, 18℄, where it was
assumed that hαβ = hβα from the very beginning. Let us reall that the CF ase was not obtained in suh referenes.
We will now show, from this point of view, that the dual theory orresponds preisely to the CF Lagrangian by
expliitly eliminating hαβ from the parent Lagrangian (24). The equations of motion for hαβ give
hαβ =
1
m2
(
∂νY
α[νβ] − 1
3
ηβα∂νY
ν
)
, h = − 1
3m2
∂νY
ν . (25)
After the substitutions (25) are made in (24), the nal resaled Lagrangian is
L˜Y = −2m2LY = ∂νY α[νβ]∂ρYβ[ρα] − 1
3
(∂νY
ν)
2
+m2
[
Y β[γα]Yα[γβ] − 1
2
Y αYα
]
. (26)
In order to make ontat with the Lagrangian (10) whih, as shown in the previous subsetion, leads diretly to the
CF ation we still need to introdue the traeless eld ω¯ρ[αβ] aording to Eq. (7). In this way the nal hange of
variables turns out to be
Y τ [αν] = ω¯τ [να] +
2
3
(ηταων − ητνωα) . (27)
After substituting in the Lagrangian (26) we obtain the dual one
L˜ω¯ = 1
2
∂ν ω¯
α[βν]∂ρω¯β[αρ] +
m2
2
[
ω¯β[αγ]ω¯α[βγ] − 2
3
ωαωα
]
. (28)
In fat, the term (∂νω
ν)2 anels out in the kineti piee of Lagrangian (26), while ontributions proportional to ωνων
in the mass term lead to ων = 0 by the equations of motion. Finally, the Lagrangian (28) is idential to (10), thus
leading to the CF nal ation.
This establishes that the parent Lagrangian of Zinoviev, with the above spei gauge xing, gives a duality relation
between the FP and the CF ations for a massive spin two eld in four dimensions.
We emphasize that the above duality relation an not be obtained with the formulation presented in Refs. [17, 18℄.
The reason is that there the tensor hµν in the parent Lagrangian is taken as symmetri, while in the parent Lagrangian
of Zinoviev it has no denite symmetry. If we eliminate the eld Y τ [να] both Lagrangians lead to the FP one with
hµν symmetri, but this dierene is ruial when the eliminated eld is hµν , as an easily be visualized as follows. If
we introdue the deomposition
hατ = h{ατ} + h[ατ ], (29)
in the Lagrangian (24),where hµν is not symmetrial, we get
Lh;Y = −Y˜ ν[ατ ]∂νh[ατ ] − m
2
2
h[ατ ]h[ατ ]
+ Y˜ ν{ατ}∂νh{ατ} − 1
2
(
Y˜ ν{ατ}Y˜ν{ατ} − Y˜ ν[ατ ]Y˜ν[ατ ]
)
+
1
4
Y αYα +
m2
2
(
h{ατ}h{ατ} − h2
)
, (30)
where
Y˜ ν[τα] =
1
2
(
Y τ [να] − Y α[ντ ]
)
, Y˜ ν{τα} =
1
2
(
Y τ [να] + Y α[ντ ]
)
, Y α = ητνY˜
α{τν}. (31)
Now we an eliminate h[ατ ] using its equation of motion
h[ατ ] =
1
m2
∂ν Y˜
ν[ατ ], (32)
7obtaining a Lagrangian that only ontains h{ατ}
Lh;Y = 1
2m2
∂ν Y˜
ν[ατ ]∂µY˜µ[ατ ] +
1
2
Y˜ ν[ατ ]Y˜ν[ατ ]
+ Y˜ ν{ατ}∂νh{ατ} − 1
2
Y˜ ν{ατ}Y˜ν{ατ} +
1
4
Y αYα +
m2
2
(
h{ατ}h{ατ} − h2
)
. (33)
If, on the other hand, we onsider the Lagrangian (24) with hατ purely symmetri its elimination leads to
Lh;Y = 1
2
Y˜ ν[ατ ]Y˜ν[ατ ]
+ Y˜ ν{ατ}∂νh{ατ} − 1
2
Y˜ ν{ατ}Y˜ν{ατ} +
1
4
Y αYα +
m2
2
(
h{ατ}h{ατ} − h2
)
. (34)
It is lear that in the rst ase the eld Y˜ ν[τα] is a dynamial one, while in the seond one it is null. This states
the dierene between the dual theories generated in eah ase, and gives us the lue to modify the approah of
Refs. [17, 18℄ to generate a duality transformation that onnets the FP theory with a Curtright-type formulation in
arbitrary dimensions.
III. THE PARENT ACTION AND THE DUAL FORMULATION IN ARBITRARY DIMENSIONS
Our aim is the onstrution of a dual desription to the FP formulation for a massive spin two eld hAB = hBA
in arbitrary dimensions. We an follow the proedure developed in Refs. [17, 18℄ to onstrut rst order parent
Lagrangians, but now starting with a nonsymmetri eld hAB. Aording to the disussion there presented, it is
possible to onstrut several families of dual theories. These parent Lagrangians an be generalized to arbitrary
dimensions. Nevertheless, to be spei, in this work we will onsider only the dual theory generated by a parent
Lagrangian that has the form of the one introdued in Ref. [12℄ and disussed in Ref. [10℄, whih orresponds to
the Vasiliev desription for a massless spin two, plus the modied FP mass term proposed by Zinoviev. This is a
generalization to unsymmetrial hAB of a speial ase of the families just mentioned, and we defer a detailed study of
the general situation in arbitrary dimensions for future work. Thus, in a at D-dimensional spae-time with metri
diag(−+++++, ...,+) we take
S =
1
2
∫
dDx
[
Y C[AB] (∂AhBC − ∂BhAC)− YC[AB]Y B[AC] + 1
(D − 2)Y
B
[AB]Y
[AC]
C
+m2
(
hABh
BA − h2)] , (35)
as our parent ation. Here the elds are hBC and Y
C[AB]
, with D2 and D2(D − 1)/2 independent omponents
respetively. Redening Y C[AB] → −Y C[AB]/√2 and hAB →
√
2hAB this ation beomes the ation (4.15) of Ref.
[12℄ plus a FP mass term, up to a global minus sign.
The derivation of the FP ation starting from the ation (35) is the same as in Ref. [10℄, beause one needs to solve
for Y C[AB], whih does not involve the additional mass term. We only write the solution in our slightly modied
onventions. The resulting expression for YB[AC] in terms of hAB is:
YB[AC] =
1
2
[∂A (hBC + hCB)− ∂C (hBA + hAB)− ∂B (hAC − hCA)]
+ ηBC
(
∂DhAD − ∂Ah
)− ηBA (∂DhCD − ∂Ch) , (36)
YA = YB[AC]η
{CB} = − (D − 2) (∂Ah− ∂BhAB) . (37)
These expressions allow us to eliminate this eld in the ation (35). Splitting hAB in its symmetri and antisymmetri
parts
hAB = h{AB} + h[AB], (38)
and dropping total derivatives we get
S =
1
2
∫
dDx
[
−∂Ah{BC}∂Ah{CB} + 2∂Bh{BC}∂Ah{AC} − 2∂Ah∂Eh{AE} + ∂Ah∂Ah
−m2
(
h{AB}h
{BA} + h[AB]h
[BA] − h2
)]
. (39)
8By using the Euler-Lagrange equation of h[AB] we get h[AB] = 0, and thus we nally obtain
S =
1
2
∫
dDx
[
−∂Ah{BC}∂Ah{CB} + 2∂Bh{BC}∂Ah{AC} − 2∂Ah∂Eh{AE} + ∂Ah∂Ah
−m2
(
h{AB}h
{BA} − h2
)]
, (40)
whih is preisely the massive FP ation in D dimensions. The Euler-Lagrange equations yield (D + 1) onstraints,
∂Ah
{AB} = 0 and h AA = 0, and thus the number of degrees of freedom is
FDm =
D
2
(D + 1)− (D + 1) = D
2
(D − 1)− 1. (41)
To obtain the dual desription we eliminate hAB using its orresponding equations of motion obtained from the
ation (35), whih yield
hAB =
1
m2
(
1
D − 1η
AB∂CY
C − ∂CY A[CB]
)
, (42)
leading to the following ation for YC[AB]
m2S =
∫
dDx
[
∂AY
C[AB]∂EYB[EC] − 1
D − 1(∂AY
A)2 +m2
(
YC[AB]Y
B[AC] − 1
D − 2YAY
A
)]
. (43)
To ompare with the usual formulation of the Curtright Lagrangian it is useful to introdue the hange of variables
Y C[AB] = w¯C[AB] +
1
(D − 1)(η
CBY A − ηCAY B), (44)
where w¯C[AB] has a null trae, w¯
[AB]
A = 0. Resaling the ation to absorb the m
2
fator we obtain
S =
1
2
∫
dDx
[
∂Aw¯
C[BA]∂Ew¯B[CE] +m
2
(
w¯C[AB]w¯B[AC] − 1
(D − 1) (D − 2)Y
AYA
)]
, (45)
whih learly shows that the trae of Y C[BA] is an irrelevant variable that an be eliminated from the Lagrangian
using its equation of motion. Thus we nally get
S =
∫
dDx
1
2
[
∂Aw¯
C[BA]∂Ew¯B[CE] +m
2w¯C[AB]w¯B[AC]
]
. (46)
This is the generalization to arbitrary dimensions of the Lagrangian (10).
The derivative term has the gauge symmetries
δw¯C
[AB] = ǫABM1M2M3...MD−2∂M1S{CM2}[M3...MD−2], (47)
δw¯C
[AB] = ǫABM1M2M3...MD−2
(
∂M1A[CM2M3...MD−2 ] + ∂CA[M1M2...MD−2]
)
. (48)
The mass term breaks these symmetries and assigns to the true degrees of freedom a mass m.
In order to make ontat with the usual expression for the Curtright Langrangian in D = 4, where the basi eld
satises a yli ondition, we need to introdue the Hodge-dual of w¯C[AB]
TP [Q1Q2...QD−2] =
1
2
w¯P
[AB] ǫABQ1Q2...QD−2 , (49)
whih is a dimension-dependent tensor of rank (D − 1) ompletely antisymmetri in its last (D − 2) indies. The
resulting ation orresponding to the eld TP [Q1Q2...QD−2] will be taken as the dual version of the original FP formu-
lation. We an invert Eq. (49) obtaining
w¯C
[AB] = − 1
(D − 2)!TC[Q1Q2...QD−2]ǫ
Q1Q2...QD−2AB. (50)
9Here we are using the basi denition
ǫA1A2...AD−1ADǫB1B2...BD−1BD = −δ[A1A2...AN−1AN ][B1B2...BN−1BN ], (51)
where the required properties of the fully antisymmetrized Kroneker delta δ
[A1A2...AN−1AN ]
[B1B2...BN−1BN ]
, N ≤ D, together with
its ontration with some relevant tensors, are written down in the Appendix A. There we have inluded all the ases
relevant to the alulation and we will not speify the partiular relation used in any of the following steps. The
traeless ondition upon w¯A[BC] leads to the yli identity for the dual eld
ǫQ1Q2...QD−2ASTS[Q1Q2...QD−2] = 0. (52)
It is onvenient to introdue the eld strength FA[Q1Q2...QD−2QD−1], whih is a tensor of rank D, assoiated with the
potential TA[Q1Q2...QD−2] given by
FA[Q1Q2...QD−2QD−1] =
1
(D − 2)!δ
[Q1Q2...QD−2QD−1]
[A1A2...AD−2AD−1]
∂A1TA[A2...AD−2AD−1]. (53)
In this way FA[Q1Q2...QD−2QD−1] satises
ǫCQ1Q2...QD−2B F
A[BQ1Q2...QD−2] = (D − 1) ǫCQ1Q2...QD−2B∂BTA[Q1Q2...QD−2]. (54)
In terms of the Hodge-dual the kineti part of the Lagrangian beomes
∂Aw¯
C[BA]∂Ew¯B[CE] = − 1
(D − 2)!
[
1
(D − 1)F
[AQ1Q2...QD−2]
B F
B
[AQ1Q2...QD−2]
−F [AQ1Q2...QD−2]A FB[BQ1Q2...QD−2]
]
, (55)
while the mass terms aquires the form
w¯C[AB]w¯B[AC] = − 1
(D − 2)!
[
TB[Q1Q2...QD−2]T
B[Q1Q2...QD−2] − (D − 2)TC[CQ2...QD−3]T
[BQ2...QD−3]
B
]
. (56)
Thus, the nal ation dual to FP in arbitrary dimensions an be written
S(T ) =
∫
dDx
{
−
[
1
(D − 1)F
[AQ1..QD−2]
B F
B
[AQ1..QD−2]
− F [AQ1..QD−2]A FB[BQ1..QD−2]
]
−m2
[
TB[Q1..QD−2]T
B[Q1..QD−2] − (D − 2)TC[CQ2...QD−3]T
[BQ2...QD−3]
B
]}
, (57)
after an adequate resaling of the original ation. Here the eld TB[Q1Q2...QD−2] satises the yli ondition (52), and
the gauge symmetries of the kineti terms, broken by the mass term, now beome (up to global numerial fators)
δTP [Q1Q2...QD−2] = δ
[M1M2...MD−2]
[Q1Q2...QD−2]
∂M1S{PM2}[M3M4...MD−2], (58)
δTP [Q1Q2...QD−2] =
1
(D − 2)!δ
[M1M2...MD−2 ]
[Q1Q2...QD−2]
∂M1A[PM2...MD−2] + ∂PA[M1M2...MD−2 ]. (59)
The ation (57), whih is dual to FP in arbitrary dimensions and whih is free from auxiliary elds, is the main result
of this paper. It redues to the CF ation in four dimensions. We observe that the dual Lagrangians (10) and (46)
have idential form when written in terms of the traeless eld w¯C[AB] . Nevertheless this is not the ase after the
introdution of the dual eld of w¯C[AB] whih will satisfy the yli identity.
The ation (57) leads to the equation of motion
[
δ
[AQ2...QD−1]
[A1A2...AD−1]
δBC − (D − 1) δ[BQ2...QD−1][A1A2..AD−1]δAC
]
∂A1FC[AQ2...QD−1]
−m2 (D − 2)!
[
TB [A2...AD−1] −
1
(D − 3)!δ
[BM3...MD−1]
[A2.......AD−1]
TC[CM3...MD−1]
]
= 0, (60)
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or more expliitly, in terms of the derivatives of the mixed symmetry tensor TB [A2...AD−2AD−1][
(D − 2)!δ[M1..MD−1][A1...AD−1] δBC − δ
[BQ2...QD−1]
[A1A2...AD−1]
δ
[M1...MD−1]
[CQ2.. QD−1]
]
∂A1∂M1T
C
[M2..MD−1]
−m2 [(D − 2)!]2
[
TB [A2...AD−1] −
1
(D − 3)!δ
[BM3...MD−1]
[A2.......AD−1]
TC[CM3...MD−1]
]
= 0. (61)
In Appendix B we derive the Lagrangian onstraints arising from this equation of motion. The omplete set of
onstraints whih the dual eld TB [A2...AD−1] satises is
ǫQ1Q2...QD−2ASTS[Q1Q2...QD−2] = 0, (62)
TB [BA3...AD−1] = 0, (63)
∂DTB [DA3...AD−1] = 0, (64)
∂BT
B
[A2A3...AD−1]
= 0. (65)
After implementing these onstraints the equation of motion redues to its simplest form
(
∂2 −m2)TB [A2...AD−1] = 0. (66)
The eld TB [A2...AD−1] in D dimensions has N = D2(D − 1)/2 independent omponents, but it must satisfy the
onstraints (62-65). To identify the degrees of freedom it is onvenient to write these onstraints in momentum spae,
and in the rest frame where kM = (m, 0, 0, ......., 0, 0, 0). In suh a way the onstraints (64) and (65) imply that only
the omponents with purely spatial indies are non null, and give the independent onstraints:
T I2 [0I3...ID−1] = 0 → (D − 1)
(D − 1)!
2! (D − 3)! onstraints, (67)
T 0 [I2I3...ID−1] = 0 →
(D − 1)!
(D − 2)! onstraints, (68)
T 0 [0I3...ID−1] = 0 →
(D − 1)!
2! (D − 3)! onstraints, (69)
where now the indies Ii run only on spatial values, Ii = 1, 2, .., D − 1. Up to this stage we have
(D − 1) [D (D − 2) + 2] /2 onstraints. Taking the above relations into aount, the yli identity (62) yields only
one additional onstraint orresponding to the hoie A = 0 in the expression
ǫI1I2...ID−2AITI[I1I2...ID−2] = 0. (70)
Finally, the onstraints (63) lead to
TB [BI3...ID−1] = 0 , B, Ii = 1, ..., D − 1, →
(D − 1)!
2(D − 3)! onstraints. (71)
Thus the total number of onstraints is
C = 1
2
D (D − 1)2 + 1, (72)
and the number of degrees of freedom atually is
G = N − C = 1
2
D (D − 1)− 1, (73)
whih indeed is the same number obtained in Eq. (41) for h{AB} in the FP formulation.
IV. FINAL COMMENTS
In this paper we have investigated the possibility of onstruting dual theories for the massive gravitational eld in
arbitrary dimensions, following a generalization of the ideas originally proposed in Refs. [1, 2℄. In these works a dual
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relation between massive Fierz-Pauli and a third rank mixed symmetry tensor TA[Q1Q2] was explored, failing in the
attempt of onstruting suh a relation. The possibility of using higher rank tensors with mixed symmetry was also
mentioned there, but this approah was not further developed. Thus, the problem of nding the appropriate parent
ation providing the duality between the Fierz-Pauli ation and those for the mixed symmetry tensors proposed in
Refs. [1, 2℄ has remained an open question. In the present paper we have shown that suh a dual relation an
be obtained in four dimensions and we have also proposed a generalization to arbitrary dimensions in terms of a
(D − 1)-rank tensor TA[Q1Q2...QD−2]. The onstrution an also be presented in terms of the traeless eld ω¯A[BC],
dual to TA[Q1Q2...QD−2], in terms of whih the ation has the same form in any dimension.
The motivation for our onstrution is rooted in the attempt to understand the relation between the Zinoviev
approah [20℄, based on a rst order parent Lagrangian having well dened gauge symmetries generated by a set
of auxiliary elds, and the approah proposed in Ref. [17℄, based on the most general form for a rst order parent
Lagrangian ontaining only the dual elds. In the Zinoviev formalism a duality transformation between Stuekelberg-
like Lagrangians for massive elds is obtained, while in that of Refs. [17, 18℄ the duality is diretly stated at the level
of the elds orresponding to dierent representations for the massive spin two degrees of freedom.
With the purpose of making ontat between the two approahes, in Setion II we take as the starting point the
rst order parent Lagrangian (2.1) plus the terms (2.5) of Ref. [20℄, in the at spae limit, whih depends on the elds
ω
[αβ]
µ , h αµ , F
[αβ]
, Aµ, π
α
, and φ. After eliminating πα and being onsistent with the remaining gauge symmetries,
we use a gauge xing suh that all the auxiliary elds beome null, and only the spin two dual elds ω
[αβ]
µ and h αµ
remain. From here, implementing an adequate transformation, we show that this gauge xed parent Lagrangian is
preisely equivalent to that proposed by West [12℄, plus a FP type mass term, in the notation of Ref. [10℄. This parent
Lagrangian leads to massive Fierz-Pauli after eliminating Y β[αγ]. On the other hand, after eliminating hαβ , we have
shown that it is equivalent to the Curtright-Freund ation in four dimensions. This establishes that in four dimensions
the parent Lagrangian of Zinoviev with the above spei gauge xing is equivalent to the West parent Lagrangian,
whih provides a duality relation between the Fierz-Pauli and the Curtright-Freund ations for a massive spin two
eld. We emphasize that the above duality relation between Fierz-Pauli and Curtright-Freund was not obtained in
Refs. [17, 18℄. The reason is very simple: in suh referenes the tensor hµν in the parent Lagrangian is taken as
symmetri, while in the parent Lagrangian introdued by West it has no denite symmetry.
On the basis of the last observation, the formalism of Refs. [17, 18℄ has been extended to arbitrary dimensions
in Setion III, by replaing the symmetri h{AB} tensor in the partiular parent Lagrangian (35) by one without
a denite symmetry. In suh a way we obtain a new desription for the massive Fierz-Pauli gravitation in terms
of a mixed symmetry tensor TS[Q1Q2...QD−2], based on an ation whose kineti term satises the gauge symmetries
ompatible with the yli ondition (52). We have also identied the propagating modes of this theory, showing that
they orrespond to purely transversal omponents of a traeless eld. Within the parent Lagrangian formalism there
are additional possibilities, starting from the general struture for the rst order Lagrangian disussed in Ref. [17℄
together with a nonsymmetri hAB, whih are not disussed here.
A omment regarding the two approahes onsidered in this work is now in order. Our parent Lagrangian on-
strution is based on the most general rst order Lagrangian that ontains only a given eld and its dual, provided
that the elimination of the dual eld yields the adequate theory for the original eld. This most general Lagrangian
may depend on several parameters, and thus the elimination of the original eld leads to a multiparametri family of
dual Lagrangians, i.e. for a given theory we an in general onstrut several dual desriptions. On the other hand,
the Zinoviev approah is based on a dierent perspetive, whih leads to the onstrution of a Stuekelberg-type
parent Lagrangian that ontains the original and the dual variables together with a set of auxiliary elds required
to implement ertain gauge symmetries. To derive the dual Lagrangian in terms of the orresponding propagating
physial eld it is neessary not only to hoose some neessary gauge xings, but also to use some equations of motion.
This an be readily appreiated in the four dimensional parent Lagrangian (2.1) and (2.5) of Ref. [20℄, whih starts
with 55 independent elds plus 11 arbitrary funtions to be gauge xed. Going from the remaining 44 variables to the
nal 10 degrees of freedom requires either some eld eliminations via equations of motion or some eld redenitions
that unify ertain ombinations. Clearly this adds a lot of freedom to the nal result. In this way, dierent gauge
xings will lead to dual Lagrangians whih are equivalent from the point of view of belonging to the same gauge
orbits of the original Lagrangian, but not neessarily equivalent among themselves, in the sense that they annot be
onneted by modifying the ations with boundary terms. The alternative gauge xed Lagrangians lead to dierent
patterns for eliminating the remaining auxiliary variables by using their equations of motion. This opens up additional
possibilities for the appearane of further non equivalent dual Lagrangians. The very dierent starting points of both
approahes makes it very diult, if at all possible, to establish a general relation between them. In this paper we
have only shown that the Zinoviev approah with a given gauge xing leads to a dual Lagrangian also ontained in
the rst order parent Lagrangian approah. We defer for further work the study of the possible general onnetions
between these two approahes.
In a nutshell we an summarize our results by saying that the parent Lagrangian looked for by Curtright and Freund
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for a massive spin two eld in arbitrary dimensions is simply given by the Lagrangian of West [12℄ ompleted by the
Fierz-Pauli mass term arising from the Zinoviev approah [20℄, and involving a non-symmetrial rank-two tensor.
APPENDIX A: PROPERTIES OF THE GENERALIZED ANTISYMMETRIC KRONECKER DELTA
We summarize some relations inluding the antisymmetrized generalized delta funtion together with its ontrations
with various antisymmetri tensors.
The ompletely antisymmetrized generalized delta funtion δ
[A1A2....AN ]
[M1M2...MN ]
in D dimensions havingN ! terms (N ≤ D),
is dened as
δ
[A1A2....AN ]
[M1M2...MN ]
= det


δA1M1 δ
A2
M1
... δANM1
δA1M2 δ
A2
M2
... δANM2
... ... ... ...
δA1MN δ
A2
MN
... δANMN

 , (A1)
having the basi deomposition property
δ
[A1....AN ]
[M1...MN ]
=
N∑
I=1
(−1)(I−1) δA1MI δ
[A2...AI−1AIAI+1....AN ]
[M1...MI−1 MI+1...MN ]
. (A2)
One important property is the ontration of the rst I indies
δ
[A1..AIAI+1....AN ]
[A1...AIMI+1..MN ]
=
(D −N + I)!
(D −N)! δ
[AI+1....AD]
[MI+1...MD]
. (A3)
The following ontrations follow diretly from the denition
δ
[A1....AN ]
[M1...MN ]
S[M1...MN ]T[A1...AN ] = N ! S
[M1...MN ]T[M1...MN ], (A4)
SM [M1...MN−1]TA[A1...AN−1] δ
[AA1...AN−1]
[MM1...MN−1]
= (N − 1)!
[
SQ[M1...MN−1]TQ[M1...MN−1]
− (N − 1) SP [QM1...MN−2]TQ[PM1...MN−2]
]
, (A5)
SB [R1...RN−1] TA
[Q1...QN−1] δ
[AR1...RN−1]
[BQ1...QN−1]
= (N − 1)!
[
SA
[Q1...QN−1] TA[Q1...QN−1]
−(N − 1) SA[AQ1...QN−2] TB [BQ1...QN−2]
]
. (A6)
APPENDIX B: THE LAGRANGIAN CONSTRAINTS ON T
A[Q1Q2...QD−2]
Starting from the equations of motion (61) we derive the onstraints (63), (64) and (65), whih together with the
yli identity (62) provide the orret number of degrees of freedom for the dual eld TB [DA3...AD−1].
Contrating a derivative with one of the antisymmetri indies in the equation of motion (61) we obtain the following
rst set of onstraints
∂DTB [DA3...AD−1] =
1
(D − 3)!δ
[BM3...MD−1]
[DA3...AD−1]
∂DTC [CM3...MD−1]. (B1)
Contrating next one of the antisymmetri free indies in (61) , for example A2, with B we get
(D − 2)!δ[M1M2...MD−1][BA1A3...AD−1]∂A1∂M1TB [M2M3...MD−1] − δ
[BQ2Q3...QD−1]
[BA1A3...AD−1]
δ
[M1M2...MD−1]
[CQ2...QD−1]
∂A1∂M1T
C
[M2M3...MD−1]
+m2 [(D − 2)!]2
[
TB [BA3...AD−1] −
1
(D − 3)!δ
[BM3...MD−1]
[BA3...AD−1]
TC[CM3...MD−1]
]
= 0. (B2)
In fat the seond term with derivatives is proportional to the rst one. This an be proved using an adequate
expansion of the antisymmetri delta aording to (A2). In this way the rst derivative term an be written
δ
[M1M2...MD−1]
[BA1A3...AD−1]
∂A1∂M1T
B
[M2...MD−1]
= δ
[M2M3...MD−1]
[A1A3...AD−1]
(
∂A1∂BT
B
[M2M3...MD−1]
− (D − 2)∂A1∂M2TB [B...MD−1]
)
(B3)
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Using the relations (A2) and (A3), the seond derivative term yields
δ
[BQ2Q3...QD−1 ]
[BA1A3...AD−1]
δ
[M1M2...MD−1]
[CQ2... QD−1]
∂A1∂M1T
C
[M2...MD−1]
=
= (D − 2)!δ[BQ2Q3...QD−1][BA1A3...AD−1]
(
∂A1∂CT
C
[Q2Q3...QD−1]
− (D − 2)∂A1∂Q2TC [CQ3...QD−1 ]
)
= 2 (D − 2)!δ[M1M2 ...MD−1][BA1A3...AD−1] ∂
A1∂M1T
B
[M2...MD−1]
. (B4)
and Eq. (B2) beomes
δ
[M1M2...MD−1]
[BA1... AD−1]
∂A1∂M1T
B
[M2...MD−1]
+ 2 (D − 2)!m2
[
TC[CM3...MD−1]
]
= 0. (B5)
Here we have used Eq. (A3) in order to rewrite the square braket proportional to m2 in Eq.(B2). The derivative
term in Eq. (B5) an also be written
δ
[M1...MD−1]
[BA1...AD−1]
∂A1∂M1T
B
[M2...MD−1 ]
= (D − 2)
[
(D − 3)!∂A1∂BTB[A1A3...AD−1] − δ
[M2M3...MD−1]
[A1A3...AD−1]
∂A1∂M2T
B
[BM3...MD−1]
]
(B6)
and using the rst set of onstraints already obtained, (B1), we have
δ
[M2...MD−1]
[A1A3...AD−1]
∂A1∂M2T
B
[B...MD−1]
= (D − 3)!∂B∂DTB [DA3...AD−1], (B7)
whih nally yields
δ
[M1M2...MD−1]
[BA1A3...AD−1]
∂A1∂M1T
B
[M2...MD−1]
= 0. (B8)
In suh a way Eq. (B5) redues to a seond set of onstraints
TB [BA3...AD−1] = 0. (B9)
Combining the onstraints (B1) and (B9), together with (62) we have the following set of onstraints for
TS[Q1Q2...QD−2]
TB [BA3...AD−1] = 0, (B10)
∂DTB [DA3...AD−1] = 0. (B11)
The last set of onstraints
∂BT
B
[A2A3...AD−1]
= 0 (B12)
is obtained by expliitly rewriting the yli identity (62) and subsequently ontrating a derivative with the unsym-
metrized index in the rst term. This ontration will appear among the antisymmetri indies in the remaining
terms of the sum, eah of whih will be identially zero in virtue of the onstraints (64).
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